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Abstract
The past four years I have been whole-heartedly devoted to two things, my education as an artist
and the empowerment of women in the collegiate environment. From the very beginning, I marched
down both paths confidently. I pledged a sorority in the first few weeks of college and met my mentor,
Jennifer Blackmer, to ask how to go about becoming a writer. Four years later, I decided it was time to
bring all my worlds together. SISTER is the culmination of these transformative years in my education,
my artistic career, and my personal growth. As a writer, I want to tell stories about the world and the
people that I’ve come to know. I wanted to present the women that I have grown to know and love, the
women that changed my life and saved it, as they are. As an artist and a feminist, I believe that in order
for perceptions to change, we need to tell it like it is. These women are tough, broken, funny, a little
silly, smart, fierce, and painfully, beautifully, human. I have endeavored to exchange the stereotypical
sorority girl story, both in my creative work and my personal experience, with a more brutally honest
one, and in doing so, I have learned what it really means to be a sister.

Trigger Warning: This document contains real and fictional stories about sexual assault,
mental illness, suicide, and death.
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Bradshaw 1
Process Analysis Statement
The night before I came to college, I watched Animal House with my father. I had never
seen it before and it seemed like the perfect christening as I headed off on my own for the first
time. After a bad knee ended my dance career and my Ivy League dreams were crushed, I was
going to be dropped off in the middle of nowhere at a mid-size state school with a medium rare
attitude. Ball State University was last place on my list, and thanks to a generous scholarship
from the Honors College, the cheapest. My bags were packed; the decision was final.
I didn’t like what I saw in the movie or in the mirror. If this was college, I didn’t want to
be a part of it. The girls, who were rarely on screen, were not bookish and academically inclined
like I had picture myself. If this was going to be my life, I didn’t want it. I had such great
expectations for myself that fluttered out of the window of the minivan my parents rented to take
me to Muncie. Later that day, tears in my eyes, I watched my parents drive away. I was alone,
but that wasn’t a new.
For years, I struggled with survivor’s guilt after the death of my childhood friend from
cancer, something that back then I never spoke about to anyone. It was through theatre and
writing that I learned to cope; I chose theatre as a major because I wanted to help other people
the way that it had helped me for so long. To me, theatre was the only place that could
manufacture happiness and give it to so many people at a time. I wanted to make that happen; I
believe it’s what Ella would have wanted. I determined, four years from now, I would make a
difference.
The first week of college was the worst of the whole year. I was sexually assaulted by a
guy I went on a date with, a freshman musical theatre major told me in her thick southern accent
to go home because “theatre studies majors are just untalented and don’t deserve to be here,” and
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I only had one friend, Sydney, who had her mind on rushing. Remember, I’d just seen Animal
House. I’d seen Sydney White and the television show Greek. I’d even seen Sorority Wars. There
was absolutely no way I would ever make it into one of those and I frankly didn’t see why
Sydney wanted to. But as my sexually abusive relationship with this guy got worse and I still felt
utterly left out of the theatre department, I started grasping for straws. I signed up to rush; I
couldn’t lose my only friend and I could really use some more.
I also reached out to the head playwright in the Department of Theatre and Dance,
Jennifer Blackmer, who graciously met with me and encouraged me to write. I had only written
contract scripts and pretty terrible short scenes, but I knew deep down that even though I thought
I was bad, I wanted to write. Jen told me I had to open up and share my work, and when I had
something to send it to her. I never did. It would take me a year and a half to reach out again, but
that was the beginning of things turning around for me.
From the moment I stepped into the student center for rush that fall, I felt completely
alone surrounded by hundreds of other girls. Every sorority felt the same; every girl was over
talkative and a skinny, tall, blonde. I wasn’t going to make it, just like my crappy boyfriend and
the demons in my mind told me. All hope nearly lost on this college experiment, I stepped into
Kappa Delta. A glance around the room and I noticed that every type of girl was here. No two
were the same; girls of every shape, every size, every color, even a girl in a wheelchair, smiled
and sang, “you gotta look sharp and be smart too, to be a part of the Kay-Dee crew.” This was it.
Four years later, I cannot recognize the girl in the photographs from that first day. A lot
has changed. Somewhere along the way, I met my best friends, and became the person I always
wanted to be. My big, Destiny, set the example. She was the head of Greek Peer Advocates and a
Peer Victim Advocate on campus, an Honors student, a double major, and the Vice President of
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Standards of the chapter. She was brave, confident, and fierce; she taught me to never let people
hurt me. She helped me leave that abusive situation; I had no idea what was happening to me. I
had no concept of what qualified as assault or abuse. I wasn’t getting hit, so it didn’t deserve to
be called abuse. I had scares, bruises, and was being told by my boyfriend that it was okay
because he loved me. Destiny helped me understand that I was wrong. I’m thankful that she got
to me before it was too late. She helped me through every struggle, every triumph. She came to
every single one of my theatre shows over the years. Not even my parents came to them all.
She’s the one that told me to take the risk and write the truth, even if it was unpopular. She
taught me what it means to be a woman of honor, and to push myself. I became the song and
ritual chair; I brought my theatre skills into the chapter and helped them grow in our values.
Destiny also helped me by picking out my little, Emerson, who is my constant cheerleader
despite a difficult major in speech pathology and even more difficult health complications.
Emerson taught me what it means to be a real supporter, even if we weren’t always able to see
each other. She was there for everything, no matter what. She was strong for me, even when she
couldn’t be strong for herself. It was these two strong women among countless others that
inspired me to advocate for the positives of Greek Life.
At the same time, I grew in the Department of Theatre and Dance. I worked hard: joined the
Theatre Service Fraternity, started a newsletter, curated two cabarets almost entirely by myself,
became the student producer of the new works festival, became a dramaturg, and had some of
my one act plays work shopped, and even produced by fellow students for class projects, clubs
productions, and the new works festival. But while I did all of that, I had to spend time away
from my sisters. I missed a lot. A year ago, I had the worst semester of my college career. I was
overwhelmed, overworked, underappreciated, and severely depressed. My anxiety was out of
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control and I felt like I was losing it. The only people who seemed to notice or care were my
sisters. I hadn’t been attending chapter events regularly because I was working on three separate
theatre projects at one time. I had no idea that they were in just as bad a spot as I was. The
executive board was in flames, having to replace two officers two months into the spring
semester because they were mentally unstable, dangerous to themselves and potentially others. I
had regularly dodged the nomination to the council of Vice Presidents because it’s a lot of work.
People often told me I would make the best president of the chapter, but that meant serving on
the executive board for two years in a row and with my theatre schedule, I wouldn’t be able to
give the chapter I loved the time that it needed. I took myself out of the running the previous fall,
citing my three major theatre projects as excuses. I thought I was in the clear. Then one night I
received a phone call from our chapter President, Sarah.
“I need your help,” she whispered through tears over the phone.
“Anything, sister,” the words fly out of my mouth before I can think, but I meant it.
The day after I closed my second major project of the semester, I ran for and was
installed as the Vice President of Standards, just like Sarah asked me to. Before I stepped into it,
Emerson caught me in the hallway.
“Don’t do it Biggie,” she whispered. “It will make you sad again.”
“I know sweet girl, but who else will if I don’t?”
She nodded slowly, and we both knew this wouldn’t be an easy nine months. Low and behold,
we were right. Vice President of Standards is no easy task. I had to be up to date on every safety
procedure, every chapter policy, the university code of conduct, and every chapter member
incident in the last six years. If anything happened to my girls, it was my fault. I cracked down
on the chapter. I had a zero tolerance policy for mean girl behavior and rule breaking. I even had
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to kick out a former friend of mine; I cut no favors. The chapter was all the better for it, but at the
expense of my sanity and my reputation in the chapter. One key component of the job is that I
will have to take everything I did, everything I saw, and everything told to me in private to my
grave. All the nights I spent in the emergency room with freshmen who were assaulted, the
classes that I ran out of because a sister told me another sister was going to kill herself (she’s still
with us and doing much better, but we had some rough times and many nights at the hospital last
fall), and all the tears that my sisters cried on my shoulder. Yet, the chapter at large routinely
despises the Vice President of Standards. No one likes to be told what to do, what not to post on
Instagram, and that despite what the media says, we are firmly against underage drinking. People
don’t like to be told there are consequences to their actions. It’s hard to be a college student as it
is, add to that the stress of being responsible for one hundred college age women who do not
want to follow the rules because they don’t understand the greater good. It’s incredibly
frustrating and lonely. Nobody is friends with the Vice President of Standards. I stopped getting
invited to parties, outings, coffee dates, and if I did, it was because someone wanted to get on my
good side before someone else could tattle. They even replaced my name with the title of the job,
which is really dehumanizing. It broke my heart. No one but another Vice President of Standards
can understand what I went through; I loved and cared for people that hated me for it. It’s the
rarest form of love, to love people that wish you didn’t exist. I had to do it all on my own, as a
senior in college. Here I was again, completely alone.
When people in the Department of Theatre and Dance, the Honors College, and the
University at large often put me down for my choice to defend and protect other women just
because there were Greek letters involved, it made me so angry. I was sick of the stereotypes, the
jokes, the surprised looks when I told people I was in a sorority, as if sorority women couldn’t be
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intelligent, thoughtful, compassionate human beings. I began to question the so-called feminists
around me; who actually would stand up and defend a sorority girl? Between my professors, my
peers, and the powers that be, it seemed to be very few. So when I had to choose a topic for a
play I was going to write for Jennifer Blackmer’s directed study, a female playwrights writers
room, I wanted to challenge the stereotype with a work of my own. I wanted to write an
authentic perspective on the struggled that sorority women go through, but give the piece a
broader scope of feminism, so that it could speak to everyone. It was here that I had the initial
draft of what would become my final play of college, one I have worked on for the last two
years. I would like to present the final product of my years in Greek Life and my undergraduate
education in the arts, a play called SISTER, as my honors thesis.
SISTER is the story of a collegiate sorority president, Caroline, who is caught in the middle of a
sexual assault case involving two sisters from her chapter. Due to the nature of leadership
positions in sororities, the president has to remain unbiased at all times, thus unable to render
judgment unless there is proof of an incident where the code of conduct was broken. In the play,
we only meet five other sorority sisters. Viviane is the victim of the assault. Avery is the girl
friend of Viviane’s attacker. Genevieve is Caroline’s little and Avery’s best friend. Evangeline is
Viviane’s best friend. Selena is the former president of the sorority who had to step down in the
middle of the term due to the stress on her mental health. Each of these characters has a full arch
in the play, and embodies one struggle I have had while in Greek Life. Caroline struggles with
anxiety and loss as well as maintaining friendships while also being in leadership. Viviane was
assaulted. Selena struggles with rejoining the chapter as a friend after being destroyed by leading
it. Genevieve struggles with loyalty and what it means to be a good friend. Evangeline feels
responsible for what happened to Viviane and has a hard time learning to be a supportive friend.
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Avery also struggles with loyalty as well as being out of touch with whom her sisters really are
and what sisterhood actually means. Although Avery represents the anti- feminist character, I
tried to give her a somewhat realistic thought process as well as an empathetic moment in the
play. She is not a “bad” person, as I do not believe people can be. She makes bad choices guided
on her experiences and feelings. She is a human being as are all sorority girls. That’s the point of
the play, and generally is the point of feminism altogether. Like it or not, these are the women
that make our world: lost, scared, hurt, strong, brave, angry, capable, messed up, broken,
challenging, funny, silly, beautiful, smart, and more complicated than comprehension allows.
They are human beings. We all are.
This play is a culmination of my experience in a colligate sorority, my academic journey,
and my greatest achievement in playwriting so far. It is so special to me for so many reasons. I
lived this story in many ways over the last four years. I was able to convey a dramatized yet
realistic story using my experience as my field research as well as my theatre production skills I
have acquired over the last four years. This is my first full-length play and the most crafted piece
of theatre that I have ever created. I have been developing it for almost two years. I feel as if I
have the right voice to tell this story in this way. I’ve seen how young women champion their
sisterhood, debate over their legacy, and grapple with power. I want to show the world what the
sisterhood can do to change a person.
SISTER was chosen to be the New Play Project for 2020; had it not been for the COVID19 pandemic, I would have received my playwriting premiere on a Ball State University stage.
Before the shutdown, I got to spend four fantastic months working on the play with junior
directing major Seth VanNatter, who would have directed the play in the Cave Theater the first
week of April. We met frequently to talk about the script and how it was developing. He invited
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me to be a part of the casting process as well as be in the rehearsal room every day. We selected
a brilliant cast of talented up-and-coming student actresses, each the perfect fit for the roles in
which they were cast. In the first week of rehearsal, the cast had the entire play blocked. By the
third week of rehearsal, I had added twenty new pages to the script, which included three brand
new scenes. The cast and production team rolled with the changes effortlessly. We had a brilliant
cohesive team, and our professors and peers alike told us this play would have been the best New
Play Project Ball State would have ever seen. The last rehearsal before we had to stop, we were
allowed to invite a small group of people to see one last run through of the show as it was, four
weeks before when we would have performed. I had it recorded and although it wasn’t perfect, it
is a piece of work that I will cherish forever. It is without a doubt my best play in my
undergraduate portfolio.
Although the process was cut short, I learned a great deal about new works development and
myself as a playwright. Seth and I worked as a team, communicating openly and honestly about
what was working and what was not. The actors asked smart questions, and with the help of our
fantastic dramaturg, Claire Morell, we were able to fully develop the script to the point that it
was finished for this production the week of the shutdown. They are the ones that helped me
clarify the tone of the piece from dark comedy to poetic realism. As a playwright, I like to create
pieces that represent both the joy and the tenderness of life. I have studied comedic and dramatic
structure in both my playwriting courses as well as my courses for my film/screenwriting minor.
I favor poetic realism in all of my plays because I believe in telling the stories of real people and
the struggles they face, while also playing with the idea of what reality is. I like to create pieces
that explore the depths humanity as well as break the expectations of the audience. The genre
also heavily relies on the dialogue and the cohesive crafting of the cast of characters. Trying to
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capture humanity in mere dialogue is a daunting and thrilling challenge. From the very beginning
of my journey with theatre, I not only understood, but also admired deeply the necessity of
humanity in works of theatre. The best theatre has a way of transcending time and space, giving
the audience something to connect to on a human level because it was written from a genuine
human perspective. After studying theatre history and dramatic composition, I’ve learned a great
deal about how to tell the stories that come from my heart, the greatest lesson a writer could
learn. It’s not without a cost. Much of what a writer does is personal. While it often times leaves
them vulnerable, it also open them up to more possibilities and wider ranges of humanity. I know
this to be true as I’m living it everyday. I want to tell stories that mean something to me and
hopefully will also mean something to other people too. As an artist, I am also very passionate
about creating opportunities for women in new work. I think that it’s not enough just to cast
women in roles traditionally made for men. We must create new works that put women at the
center on purpose, not as an afterthought to provide equality or diversity on stage. I also believe
that we need to tell stories about real struggles that women go through. Every sorority girl and
college girl I know who has read the play or seen the Facebook premiere of it has had the same
response: “I totally know what that’s like.” In SISTER, I tell the story of rape culture in Greek
Life with a company of all women. Not only is featuring prominent female characters in new art
important to me, but it’s also important to me that these women are characters of substance. I see
this as a challenge for my play, to bring the essence of real women into the characters of my
work. I wanted to write this play to tell the story of my sisters, womankind, and humanity in
general. I believe that this piece will add value to our canon of work that depicts Greek Life by
contributing a new voice. These women are so much more than what they are made out to be,
and I believe that if we are every going to get anywhere with women’s equality, we’ve got to
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start breaking down those barriers and stereotypes. I want this play to speak to the students,
faculty, staff, and community members of Ball State and universities everywhere. Sorority girls
can be the heroes like in legends of old. They can and will rise to a challenge. They are smart,
funny, and passionate people. My hope is that people would walk away from the play feeling as
if they could reconsider what they think of sorority women. In my own experience, when fellow
students and faculty learn that I’m a member of a sorority on campus, they often look shocked
and try to hide their misunderstanding behind a smile and an “Oh! Really? I didn’t know that?”
Over time, I’ve learned that those words really mean “Oh! Really? But you’re not stupid?” or
“Oh! Really? I thought you were better than that.” It’s in their eyes and it’s rather hurtful. In this
age where women are fighting for acceptance and equality on all fronts, are we really intended to
continue to perpetuate this notion that a woman’s worth is defined by who she spends her time
with, who she calls her friends? I don’t think so. Deep into the process, the play became like
looking through my college scrapbook of moments and memories of who I became and what I
stood for after all these years, not just as a writer, but a sorority woman and a feminist. In my
mind, the two words mean the same thing, but I didn’t think anyone else would agree. Seth, the
faculty mentors, the cast, the crew, the audience, and my sorority sisters believed in this story.
They believed in me. I finally did too.
Through this process, I have learned to really believe in myself as a writer. In complete honesty,
I was ready to throw in the towel. I thought that because I wrote in realism and wrote
relationship based drama that I would never write something good, something that touched
people and changed the way they thought. Many of my peers often criticized me for writing in
realism, often making pointed jokes that I should just write children’s cartoons if I wasn’t going
to try to reinvent drama as they were. Yet, one of the hallmarks of my character is that I never do
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anything just because someone tells me I should. If I wanted to write like my peers, then I would.
But I don’t. I thought I would never be good because I don’t make experimental theatre. I didn’t
think anyone would believe in me, as everyone seemed to tell me otherwise. Then there was
Seth; he believed in me and taught me to believe in myself, when no one else did. I not only
struggled with doubting my skills, but I also struggled with my conscience. I often questioned
whether or not I should tell this story. It is very personal but also exposes the darker side of
sorority life. There were several people who were deeply unhappy with what I did. The worst
case was last fall, before I had the chance to edit the script and work with the actors. A former
sorority sister and actor/playwright from the Department of Theatre and Dance got her younger
brother to share the script with her from our Department’s secure database without my
permission and proceeded to send me a nasty series of text messages. She felt that my
experiences were invalid because they weren’t polished, pretty and positive. It was really hurtful
to hear that from someone I looked up to and admire, someone that was my sister. However, she
was the only one of my sorority sisters who disapproved. Everyone who I asked to read it and
pass judgment felt that it was raw, real, and much needed. The benefits out weigh the cost. We
all agreed that we are women cannot back down from telling stories about sexual assault and
what it does to women, especially when it is not polished, pretty and positive. It was through this
experience developing the play that I learned a valuable lesson about making art; people are
going to have opinions but they don’t have to matter to me. You can’t make everyone happy and
you can’t control people. One of my professors once told me, “if someone doesn’t support you,
you don’t need them to. If someone doesn’t want to work with you, you don’t want to work with
them.” I think about this lesson often, and now feel like I have learned it in both theory and
practice.
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After this project, I feel stronger as a writer and an artist. I believe in myself and the
stories that I have to tell. I am excited to go out in the world and create art that speaks to people
and tell stories that need to be shouted for all the hear. From now on, I will be anything but silent
about the issues and what I see happening to my fellow human beings. I believe it is the
responsibility of the artists everywhere to speak change into our society. We must use our voices
to help those who cannot use theirs. We have to tell the raw, real stories because no one else will.
I am so excited to share this story and to honor the girls that I hold in my heart. Most of
all, I hope that SISTER is the play that will represent who I am as an artist and where I’m going
in the future. I want to tell stories that broaden our ideas about humanity and all the possibilities
that we have. It is in this hope that I submit the following script to the Honors College as my
honors thesis.
If you would like to view the final performance of SISTER, please click this link.

Upper Left: the original cast of
SISTER
Above: the original production
team of SISTER
Left: the original company of
SISTER
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SISTER
(Poetic Realism)

By: Madison Bradshaw

CHARACTER NAME

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

AGE

GENDER

Caroline Stevens

Alpha / President, Junior

22

F

Viviane Truman

Sophomore

20

F

Selena Allen

Academic Chair, Junior

22

F

Avery Langston

Sophomore

21

F

Genevieve Rollins

VP - Public Relations, Sophomore

20

F

Evangeline Montgomery

Parliamentarian, Sophomore

20

F

Please consider diversity when casting. These are real women. Not stereotypes. Please don't play
them as such.
The college traditions prescribed here can be exchanged for the ones of the university at which
the play is being performed. If the prescribed reaction doesn't feel natural to the actor/director, go
with what feels natural. If the prescribed time line or pop culture references feel off, feel free to
change them.
Anytime the girls enter, exit, or are in the chapter room, feel free to use ad lib. underneath the
primary speaker. However, these ad libs cannot out shine the prescribed dialogue.
Included below is an optional pre-show announcement.
Trigger Warning: This play contains harsh language, mental health issues, and themes of
sexual assault.
This is a copyrighted work submitted for production purposes at Ball State University.

Original Production: Ball State University Department of Theatre and Dance, Cave Theater
April 6-11, 2020 (Cancelled due to the COVID 19 pandemic)
Performed: March 15th, 2020 in the Oakwood Rehearsal building, room 155, Ball State
University
Original Production Team:
Director: Seth VanNatter
Dramaturg: Claire Morrell
Stage Manager: Eli Wolfson
Sound Designer: Connor Blackwood
Lighting Designer: Darian Hrdlicka
Assistant Director: Becca Schaefer

Original Cast:
Caroline Stevens
Viviane Truman
Selena Allen
Avery Langston
Genevieve Rollins
Evangeline Montgomery

Ani Arzumanian
Cara Niebling
Haley Garner
Skylar Doescher
Erika Denny
Claire Cassidy

A note from the Playwright:
This one's for my tough girls. My complicated girls. My foul mouthed girls. My tequila loving
girls. My girls with their tattoos, hair the colors of the rainbow, hearts as big as the ocean and
just as deep. This is for the girls who feel like they aren't heard because how they are seen is the
end of the conversation. This is for my girls with letters, with degrees, with baggage. My girls
who make bad choices, messy bedrooms, and bigger dreams than the world seems prepared for.
Bring it ladies. It's your life. Your time. Your streets. Your bars. Your world.
You are not alone. You never have been. You never will be.
This is for all my sisters. The girls who dare to exist.

SDG

PRE-SHOW ANNOUNCEMENT
CAROLINE
Zeta Pi Alpha, come to order.
All the girls swarm on. Chaos ensues.
COMPANY
Under the order of the shield, we are gathered. Under the commandments of the Lord, we
are met. Under the call of our hearts, we are bound.
CAROLINE
Welcome everyone.
VIVIANE
Ball State University.
GENEVIEVE
The College of Fine Arts
AVERY
The Department of Theatre and Dance
SELENA
And all frat rats
EVANGELINE
Invite you to the formal performance of
COMPANY
“SISTER”
CAROLINE
In the Cave Theater. This performance on (day), April (date), in the Lord’s Year of 2020
is now in session.
SELENA
Turn off your phones and don’t get us on camera.
AVERY
Unless it’s my good side.
EVANGELINE
Say please!

SELENA
Please... turn off your fucking phones. And please don’t record me unless you want my
foot so far up your asCOMPANY
(minus Selena)
Point of order!
VIVIANE
This might be a good time to mention this performance includes mature language that
might be considered unsisterly, and themes of sexual assault.
AVERY
And if you want to go get StarbiesGENEVIEVE
Or if there’s and actual emergency
AVERY
Are you saying getting Starbies isn’t an emergency?
GENEVIEVE
Oh...no. If you want to go get coffeeAVERY
Find the exit nearest you. Now, let’s go Genny!
GENEVIEVE
Sit back, reAVERY
(exiting)
GENEVIEVE! Now!
EVANGELINE
Sit back, relax, and enjoy the show.
CAROLINE
Pre-show announcement adjourned!
Gavel. End announcement.

1.
ROLE CALL
An empty stage, empty chairs. CAROLINE enters. As she
calls role, each sister enters. Gavel bangs.
CAROLINE
Sister Selena Allen.
SELENA
Today I walked across campus wearing our letters and some old white guy with a poster
that said “You’re going to hell,” called me a “sor-whore-ity girl.” As if I haven’t heard
that one before.
CAROLINE
Sister Avery Langston.
AVERY
I really can’t believe how we’ve lost our touch. What happened to our image? What
happened to us?
CAROLINE
Sister Evangeline Montgomery.
EVANGELINE
Sometimes, I feel so alone in a room full of people who are supposed to love me
unconditionally. Sometimes, it’s the only place I feel like I’m someone to love.
CAROLINE
Sister Genevieve Rollins.
GENEVIEVE
If I don’t keep my grades up, they’ll throw me out. Then I’ll really have no one. I’ll be no
one. Alone. Again.
CAROLINE
Sister Viviane Truman.
VIVIANE
You know, I’ve genuinely missed these bitches over the break. I think, in my own way, I
feel like I’m starting to belong here.
CAROLINE
Sister Caroline Stevens.

5/4/20

2.
Caroline looks at every single person in the room.
CAROLINE
This is my tribe. I’m the Alpha. I must defend it, at all costs.
Beat.
Gavel bangs. They all move to sit in their chairs.
SCENE ONE
The chapter room. Walls are adorned with composite
portraits of alumna members of the chapter. A mural of
the chapter’s letters; Zeta Pi Alpha. A greek lamp sits on
a pedestal in the corner.
CAROLINE
(banging the gavel)
Zeta Pi Alpha, come to order.
All rise.
SELENA
Oh Jesus, here we go again.
CHAPTER
Under the order of the shield, we are gathered. Under the commandments of the Lord, we
are met. Under the call of our hearts, we are bound.
All sit.
CAROLINE
The formal chapter meeting of Sunday, January 14th, in the Lord’s year of 2018, is now
in session.
SELENA
I don’t know if this is really the Lord’s year. It’s been kinda shitty.
VIVIANE
Maybe 2019 will be better.
SELENA
Doubtful at best, Sister.
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CAROLINE
Order in the chapter room.
Genevieve rises from her seat.
GENEVIEVE
Esteemed Alpha and sisters, I’d like to propose the colors for next years recruitment.
CAROLINE
Proceed Sister Genevieve.
GENEVIEVE
I would like to propose that we wear magenta and creme for value round and black for
preference round.
SELENA
Esteemed Alpha and Sister Genevieve, we wore those colors last year and the year
before.
GENEVIEVE
Sister Selena, if it ain’t broke don’t fix it.
SELENA
Sister Genevieve, what I’m suggesting is that it is, in fact, broke since nobody seems to
know how to coordinate cremes in this whole damn chapter.
EVANGELINE
Esteemed Alpha and Sister Selena, may I remind you of the honor code.
SELENA
Wow.
CAROLINE
Sister Selena, you know better.
SELENA
My point is/
AVERY
Point of Order, Sister.
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SELENA
Sisters...can’t we wear something different that will look good on everyone and not make
us look like a bunch of idiots who don’t know how to dress? Black for pref? “Welcome
New Members to the Zeta funeral!”
GENEVIEVE
You want to pick the colors so bad, why don’t you just run for recruitment chair next
semester and replace me?
VIVIANE
Point of Order!
SELENA
I might just replace you in May.
GENEVIEVE
Excuse me?
CAROLINE
Objection.
SELENA
Academics chair babe. I just got the grade reports and you’re not doing so hot.
GENEVIEVE
I had one bad final.
CAROLINE
Order!
SELENA
Honey, you failed a class. Barely made the GPA requirement to stay here.
GENEVIEVE
You little bitch.
CAROLINE
Order! Order!
SELENA
Look who thinks they’re above the rules now. Listen short stack, life ain’t about parties
and pretty little outfits. We are here at college to learn. You know better. You know what
Zeta expects. So don’t go pickin’ a fight with me babe. I think you need to have a nice
long conversation with Jesus and Reality before you get yourself twisted, Sister.
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The gavel lands heavily.
CAROLINE
ENOUGH!
AVERY
Esteemed Alpha and Sisters, I move to open the floor to vote.
CAROLINE
May I have a second?
GENEVIEVE
Second!
CAROLINE
The floor is open. Close your eyes and raise your hands if you wish to approve the colors.
Keep your hands down if you disapprove.
The chapter members raise or lower their hands.
CAROLINE
The colors are approved.
SELENA
Good God.
CAROLINE
Might I remind everyone that this is a sacred space.
Beat.
CAROLINE
Next order of business?
SELENA
There is none.
CAROLINE
Oh, really?
SELENA
Yeah.
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CAROLINE
Okay, then before we adjourn, I’d like to remind the chapter not to go too wild this
weekend. I understand it is the weekend back from break and the social calendar is full,
however, please be safe and make smart choices. Please.
SELENA
It’s Avery and Genevieve’s turn to sober!
AVERY

GENEVIEVE

There’s no way!

No way.

AVERY
There’s a theta party this weekend!
GENEVIEVE
Oh, c’mon! I really wanted to talk to that one guy, I think his name is Thomas, with the
cute glasses and the hair.
SELENA
Oh wow geez, when you put it like that...
GENEVIEVE
CAN WE PLEASE TRADE!?!
SELENA
No.
CAROLINE
If there’s a problem, you can take it up with the calendar committee.
EVANGELINE
Esteemed Alpha and Sisters, that’s Selena.
SELENA
Lol. Nope.
Gavel bangs.
CAROLINE
Chapter adjourned!
The chapter moves to leave. Caroline approaches
Genevieve.
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CAROLINE
Hey Gen. I’m sorry about the party.
GENEVIEVE
I know, it was gonna be killer. I had this outfit picked out and Ave and I got stickers to
put on our faces and new earrings and...
CAROLINE
I’m sorry Gen, you know I’d do something to help if I could. But, um, rules are rules, ya
know?
GENEVIEVE
Oh, yeah, it’s okay Biggie. No worries. I know its not your fault.
CAROLINE
Thanks Smalls. I appreciate that.
GENEVIEVE
So, are we on for lunch on Wednesday?
CAROLINE
This Wednesday? I have a meeting.
GENEVIEVE
Can’t you move it?
CAROLINE
I..I can’t. It’s like an administrative meeting. Hard to book.
GENEVIEVE
Oh... Okay. We’ll maybe another day.
CAROLINE
Yeah, sure! Just let me know when you’re free and I’ll try to work around my schedule.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, sure. I gotta go. I’ll see you later, Biggie.
CAROLINE
Okay, see you later Smalls!
Genevieve exits.
CAROLINE
I’m sorry.
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SELENA
Growing soft?
CAROLINE
Of course not.
SELENA
Good.
CAROLINE
It’s not like you’re making it easy on me. You’re supposed to mentor me, not create
problems for me.
SELENA
Relax. You gotta learn to wield the gavel, or it’s gonna wield you.
CAROLINE
That doesn’t really make sense.
SELENA
And neither do they.
Caroline groans in frustration. She moves to leave.
CAROLINE
I didn’t know it would be this hard.
SELENA
Hey. You doin’ okay?
CAROLINE
I’m fine, it’s just a lot.
SELENA
You gotta get your shit together. Don’t give them any reason to shoot you down.
CAROLINE
I’m fine.
AVERY
(OFF)
Ugh! This is so unfair!
CAROLINE
I just don’t need the extra bullshit.
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SELENA
You can say that again... C’mon Care, let’s get out of here.
They exit.

SCENE TWO
Avery and Genevieve help Evangeline into the foyer of
the chapter house. She’s clearly blackout drunk. Arms
over either of their shoulders, Evangeline leans on them
to walk upright. She is shamblely singing “Thank You,
Next” by Ariana Grande , or something similar.
EVANGELINE
Thank you, next! Thank you, next!
GENEVIEVE
Shhh. Evangeline. Shhh. We have be quite here, there are people sleeping.
EVANGELINE
I’M SO FUCKING GRATEFUL FOR MY EX!
AVERY
It’s a bop for sure.
GENEVIEVE
This is sooooo not the time.
Evangeline stumbles more, unable to really stand
anymore.
AVERY
Girl!
GENEVIEVE
Woah woah woah honey come on.
AVERY
Here is not the place to crash.
Evangeline tries to throw herself on the ground, the other
two stop her.
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EVANGELINE
I want to lay down!
GENEVIEVE
Soon! Soon.
EVANGELINE
Hey! Hey! Everybody!
AVERY
Shut the fuck up.
EVANGELINE
My sisters are the bestest!
AVERY
Continue.
EVANGELINE
They are so kind. They love me and take care of me. I love them!!!!
GENEVIEVE
That’s right we do.
Evangeline succeeds at getting to the ground. She curls
up in a ball very ungracefully. Maybe the shoes are off,
maybe they aren’t.
AVERY
Oh god.
GENEVIEVE
Get up Evie!
AVERY
For the love of Zeta.
GENEVIEVE
Try to use a nice tone, maybe she will respond better to that.
AVERY
We aren’t her parents, we’re her sisters.
EVANGELINE
I feel icky.
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Avery and Genevieve back up a few steps but lean in to
here what she’s saying.
GENEVIEVE
What kind of icky?
EVANGELINE
Icky sicky.
AVERY
Doesn’t sound good.
GENEVIEVE
Oh shit.
EVANGELINE
I’m gonna vom.
GENEVIEVE
No Evie!
AVERY
Absolutely not!
GENEVIEVE
We need to go upstairs.
EVANGELINE
Upstairs? So far away...
AVERY
Not really.
EVANGELINE
I can’t feel my legs.
GENEVIEVE
Not good.
EVANGELINE
Viv? Viv!
GENEVIEVE
She’s not here.
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AVERY
Where is she?
GENEVIEVE
I don’t know I thought she’d be with Evie, but I didn’t see her at the bar. I didn’t really
look that hard though; Evie obvi needed some help.
AVERY
So lucky it’s not her sober weekend.
GENEVIEVE
I know sobering sucks, but like look at the sister we get to help.
AVERY
I’m just saying that I seem to get in more trouble the more the chapter assigns someone to
escort me to and from places.
GENEVIEVE
We aren’t babysitting. More like DDing.
AVERY
Either way it feels like we are her lesbian moms and she’s a baby.
GENEVIEVE
Woah. Don’t be disrespectful. Sister Amber is a lesbian and we support her.
AVERY
Just saying, that’s what we look like.
EVANGELINE
(pointing at Avery)
Why are you sad?
AVERY
That’s just my face.
EVANGELINE
Why you not happy Avz? You in the dumpy dumps?
AVERY
It’s just my face, drunky drunk.
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EVANGELINE
I’m sleepy.
AVERY
Then go the fuck to sleep!
GENEVIEVE
How are we going to get her upstairs?
AVERY
I’ll call her roommate.
Avery takes Evangeline’s phone. Avery grabs
Evangeline’s hand and uses her thumbprint to access the
phone.
AVERY
Evie! Evie! Evie! Evie!
EVANGELINE
What?
AVERY
Who is your roommate?
EVANGELINE
Vivy!!!!!!! Is she coming? Is she coming down?
AVERY
Oh yes, she’s coming.
Avery pulls up Viviane’s contact and calls her.
EVANGELINE
Vivy! Vivy!
GENEVIEVE
Shhhhhh. Shh. Evie. No, be quiet.
AVERY
Voicemail? Weird. It’s like 1 am. Hey! It’s Avery. Genny and I have Evie. She’s shit
faced and we need to get her upstairs, could you come let us in? Give me a call back.
Kisses! Bye bitch.
EVANGELINE
I want to go bed!
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GENEVIEVE
Vivy is coming!
EVANGELINE
Vivy was at the bar.
GENEVIEVE
What?
AVERY
The bar we were at?
EVANGELINE
Yeah! She was at the chuggy chug! CHOO CHOO!
GENEVIEVE
Why didn’t you tell her that we were leaving?
AVERY
Or tell us that she was there?
EVANGELINE
Thought you knew.
AVERY
Why would you think that?
EVANGELINE
Because I knows it BB.
AVERY
We can’t read your mind, dingus.
EVANGELINE
Dingos are soooooo cute. Thanks BB.
GENEVIEVE
We need to get her upstairs and go back for Viv.
AVERY
Oh c’mon. We got one. Can’t we call it a night?
The next sequence is a bit, like a sing song little girls on
the playground sing.
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GENEVIEVE
We don’t leave sisters.
AVERY
Not at the bar.
GENEVIEVE
Not at the frats.
AVERY
Not at the club.
GENEVIEVE
Not at the gym.
AVERY
Never the gym.
GENEVIEVE
We can’t leave our sisters anywhere, not to walk, stand, or sit.
EVANGELINE
Cause we can’t trust boys, they ain’t shit!
GENEVIEVE
Best thing Sister Destiny every told the chapter.
AVERY
I’m sad that she’s gone.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, but she was a fifth year senior. Home girl had to graduate.
EVANGELINE
(very upset)
I MISS SISTER DESTINY.
AVERY
It’s time to go to bed.
GENEVIEVE
Evie! Evie! Evie! Evie! Evie! Shhhhhh. Sh. Shhhh. Shh. Please, please stop crying. It’
not like she’s dead, she just graduated.
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EVANGELINE
THAT’S WORSE THAN BEING DEAD.
AVERY
She’s not wrong.
GENEVIEVE
Evie! Evie Evie! Why don’t we go upstairs and eat some snacks!
EVANGELINE
Okay!
Evangeline reaches and grabs her shoe. There is a key
and a keychain attached to it.
GENEVIEVE
How did we miss that?
AVERY
We are blind bitches.
GENEVIEVE
True.
AVERY
Come on Evie. Let’s get you up stairs.
Avery pulls Evangeline to her feet and walks her to the
door.
EVANGELINE
Not the stairs.
GENEVIEVE
It’s gonna be okay Evie.
EVANGELINE
I’ll get home okay?
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, that’s why we’re here.
EVANGELINE
Okay. Thank you. I love you guys.
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Evangeline gives Avery and Genevieve a big hug. The
girls are surprised but accept it.
AVERY
Let’s run up them okay? One, Two, Three.
Blackout. Sounds of girls drunkenly running up stairs.
Happy giggles.

SCENE THREE
Caroline sits in the waiting room outside the counseling
center.
Viviane enters from the counselors office. She sees
Caroline and tries to avoid her, but Caroline spots her.
CAROLINE
Viviane?
VIVIANE
Oh, Hi Caroline. I didn’t see you there.
CAROLINE
Hey, what are you up to?
VIVIANE
Oh, I was just on my way to the library.
CAROLINE
That’s on the other side of campus.
VIVIANE
I had to drop something off in the building first.
CAROLINE
Cool. Are you like an office assistant?
VIVIANE
(a little too quickly)
No.
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Beat.
CAROLINE
Is everything alright?
VIVIANE
Yeah, totally, why wouldn’t it be.
CAROLINE
Well, we’re at the counselors office and I just wanted to make sure that you’re..
VIVIANE
Yeah. I’m fine.
CAROLINE
Okay. Cool.
Beat.
VIVIANE
What are you doing here?
CAROLINE
What?
VIVIANE
We’re at the counselors office...
CAROLINE
I had to get something signed.
VIVIANE
Oh.
CAROLINE
It’s a prescription, not like something serious.
Beat.
VIVIANE
Well I should get going.
CAROLINE
Have fun at the library.
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VIVIANE
Oh, um, yeah.
CAROLINE
Hey, Viv, if you need something, I’m here.
VIVIANE
See you later Caroline.
CAROLINE
See you.
Viviane leaves. Caroline watches her go. After she’s out
of sight, Caroline walks into the therapist’s office. Part
way through the monologue, Viviane comes back for
something and overhears Caroline. She leaves before
Caroline exits the office.
CAROLINE
Hi Dr. Marks. Yeah, fine. I just need... Yes, less often. No, I don’t really want to talk
about it. No, I haven’t told anyone that I come here. I just don’t want to talk about it to
other people, okay? No, no, I just want to fill the prescription. I don’t really understand
why I have to come talk to you every time I want it filled. Yes, I’m aware, but it’s just
sometimes and they aren’t even as bad as they used to be... Please, just. You’re making it
worse, just help me. Just, please. Please, just sign it for me.

SCENE FOUR
Evangeline sits in the chapter house, doing homework.
She sings along freely to “Good as Hell” by Lizzo, or
something similar. At some point, Genevieve comes in.
After a minute, Genevieve sings along. Evangeline
realizes she’s not alone and welcomes the singalong
session. They sing together.
EVANGELINE
FEELIN’ GOOD AS HELL

GENEVIEVE
FEELIN’ GOOD AS HELL
The girls laugh together.
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EVANGELINE
I love this song!
GENEVIEVE
Me too! I had no idea that other people listened to her!
EVANGELINE
I know! I know this song is a bop and I hope she makes it big someday.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, me too. Wouldn’t it be the coolest to be like famous?
EVANGELINE
I can’t even imagine. I feel like I’m struggling to even get noticed in the chapter.
GENEVIEVE
Really?
EVANGELINE
Yeah. Nobody likes the rules girl.
GENEVIEVE
But your job is so important, mine is just like colors and instagram.
EVANGELINE
But like your job is so cute and fun and like everyone loves you.
GENEVIEVE
Not everyone...
EVANGELINE
Selena will come around.
GENEVIEVE
We just don’t see eye to eye.
EVANGELINE
Maybe you two are more alike that you realize. Similar personalities clash hard.
GENEVIEVE
Maybe. Maybe she just disapproves that I...
EVANGELINE
You what?
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GENEVIEVE
I, um.. want to run for president.
EVANGELINE
Oh.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, and I actually wanted to talk to you about that because I heard from Maria who
heard from Jessica who heard from Elizabeth who heard you and Viv talking about you
running for president. I just don’t want it to be like weird between us.
EVANGELINE
Of course not. I was really just like thinking about thinking about it.
GENEVIEVE
Oh yeah, like me too.
EVANGELINE
I just, want to make sure that I’m right for it, if I decide to run.
GENEVIEVE
That makes a lot of sense.
EVANGELINE
Yeah, I just ya know, want to be prepared before I put myself out there.
GENEVIEVE
I know! It would be so embarrassing to lose.
EVANGELINE
I just don’t want to let the chapter down. But I also don’t want to get hurt either. I want to
make the right choices and know how to take care of everyone best.
GENEVIEVE
You mean, totally not like Selena/
Selena enters, lurking in the back, unnoticed.
EVANGELINE
Selena did what she had to, to make sure that she was safe in her own mental head space.
I don’t blame her for resigning. She did what she needed to do.
GENEVIEVE
But she like didn’t even really try that long.
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EVANGELINE
She shouldn’t have to risk her safety for our convenience. None of us should have to hurt
for the rest of us to feel at ease. That’s not sisterhood. That’s just selfish.
Beat. It’s a little awkward for everyone.
GENEVIEVE
You’re right. I’m sorry. I just, I would do anything for this chapter. I can’t imagine not
doing everything that I could for them...
EVANGELINE
I know. They do to.
GENEVIEVE
You think so?
EVANGELINE
Absolutely. Just do the best that you can. That’s all they can ask for.
GENEVIEVE
And you promise it won’t be weird?
EVANGELINE
I promise.
GENEVIEVE
Okay, well, I better get back to homework.
EVANGELINE
You can stay with me and do homework if you want?
GENEVIEVE
Um, yeah, actually that would be cool.
The girls sit and do homework together. They sing along
to their music.

SCENE FIVE

Chapter meeting.
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CAROLINE
(banging the gavel)
Zeta Pi Alpha, come to order.
CHAPTER
Under the order of the shield, we are gathered. Under the commandments of the Lord, we
are met. Under the call of our hearts, we are bound.
SELENA
It never gets old.
CAROLINE
The formal chapter meeting of Sunday, August 26th, in the Lord’s year of 2018, is now
in session.
Viviane walks in late.
VIVIANE
Esteemed Alpha, may I re-enter the circle.
CAROLINE
Sister Viviane. Do you have an excuse for being late?
EVANGELINE
What’s wrong Vivy?
VIVIANE
Drop it.
EVANGELINE
Viv, what’s up?
VIVIANE
Just leave it Evie.
AVERY
Esteemed Alpha and Sisters, Sister Viviane is always late and doesn’t ever have a good
excuse anymore.
CAROLINE
Well...
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GENEVIEVE
Viv, why were you late?
SELENA
Esteemed Alpha and Sisters, I don’t think Sister Viviane presented an excuse. She retains
that right.
CAROLINE
That’s true. Viviane, please join us and present your excuse.
VIVIANE
I don’t want to talk about it.
SELENA
What’s wrong Viv?
VIVIANE
I don’t wanna talk right now.
CAROLINE
Sister Viviane, do you have a valid excuse for your absence?
VIVIANE
Yes.
CAROLINE
Would you like to share that with the chapter?
VIVIANE
No.
AVERY
If you don’t have a valid excuse, then you have to sit in the back and you don’t get to
vote.
SELENA
If you don’t have a valid excuse to be a bitch, I suggest you sit down.
CAROLINE
Sister Viviane, come see me after chapter. We’ll suspend the vote for now.
AVERY
Caroline!
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GENEVIEVE
Esteemed Alpha, that’s like totally unfair because we all have to be here on time and
present excuses. Why does Sister Viviane get a break when the rest of us don’t?
EVANGELINE
Viv, are you alright?
CAROLINE
That’s a fair point. Please let’s all calm down.
AVERY
So what’s the deal Viv?
VIVIANE
Fuck off Avery.
CAROLINE
ORDER!
Silence.
CAROLINE
There will be order in this chapter. May I remind you all of the Honor code. We the
sworn sisters of Zeta Pi Alpha. We will respect our sisters as we respect ourselves. We
will honor our elders. We will behave like ladies. Or We are not Zetas.
Viviane breaks. Evangeline holds her.
Beat.
CAROLINE
Chapter dismissed.
AVERY
Oh shit.
GENEVIEVE
Oh my God.
EVANGELINE
Viv?
The chapter breaks. Maybe they hug her. Maybe they
don’t.
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SCENE SIX
Caroline sits alone at a desk in the chapter house.
Genevieve and Avery enter, gabbing and laughing loudly
to themselves. They don’t notice Caroline.
AVERY
OMG. Did you see Sister Liza’s shoes? Ha! Talk about last season clearance.
GENEVIEVE
It’s hilarious that she’s the one that gets to make the chapter t-shirt designs.
AVERY
I know right! Obviously I have more fashion sense than she does. So what she’s a graphic
design major, what does that even matter?
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, like that doesn’t mean she’s good at like making t-shirts or anything.
AVERY
I think they let her have the position because she has nothing else. She’s got no friends,
no boyfriend. I bet the she can’t even get a frat star to look at her. I bet she’s a virgin.
GENEVIEVE
Wow. Avery that’s like really not cool. There’s nothing wrong with being a virgin and
really has nothing to do with whether or not guys like her. Could you not be a bitch for
like two minutes?
AVERY
Oh my God, are you like sick? What’s wrong with you?
GENEVIEVE
What’s wrong with you? You’ve been super cranky lately and like it’s not been a good
time for the rest of us.
CAROLINE
Sisters?
AVERY
Oh shit.
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GENEVIEVE
Hi Biggie.
CAROLINE
What are you ladies up to?
GENEVIEVE
Uh, you know just hanging out.
AVERY
Just chillin’.
CAROLINE
(reciting her mantra)
Just remember: tea is better left in Boston Harbor..
GENEVIEVE
(grumbling, having heard it way too often)
And shade under trees.
CAROLINE
Would you both mind doing me a favor then?
AVERY
What kind of favor?
CAROLINE
A favor to help a sister.
GENEVIEVE
Is it gonna take a long time cause we were gonna binge the newest season of Riverdale...
CAROLINE
You wouldn’t want me to report you two for being unsisterly would you?
AVERY
What do we have to do?
CAROLINE
I’m concerned about Viviane. I think it would do her some good to know that her sisters
are thinking about her and care about how she’s doing.
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GENEVIEVE
So you want us to text her?
CAROLINE
No, I want..
AVERY
You want us to send her some Insomnia cookies?
CAROLINE
No.
GENEVIEVE
What about we order her a pizza?
AVERY
Papa Johns?
GENEVIEVE
No, we don’t support the racist pizza.
AVERY
Oh yeah. Right.
CAROLINE
I want you guys to take her to lunch.
AVERY
Listen, sis. We don’t do lunch.
CAROLINE
I don’t care. Reach out to her and ask her to hang out or something.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah that would be good, right Avery.
AVERY
I mean like I guess we could do coffee or something.
CAROLINE
Perfect.
AVERY
Okay we’ll pencil her in for next Thursday.
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CAROLINE
Tomorrow. Reach out today, hang out tomorrow.
AVERY
But tomorrow we were going to go egg the Sigma house. They looked at Genny funny
the other day. Pigs.
GENEVIEVE
Total pigs.
CAROLINE
I’m going to choose to ignore that.
AVERY
Maybe she’d like to come with us...
CAROLINE
Coffee tomorrow or you’ll be a sober monitor for the rest of college.
GENEVIEVE
OH MY GOD, NO!

AVERY
I WOULD RATHER DIE!
CAROLINE

Thanks ladies.
Avery and Genevieve hurry to leave. Caroline sits back
down, doesn’t notice Selena lurking in the door way.
SELENA
You really think that’s a good idea?
CAROLINE
Jesus, Selena you scared me.
SELENA
I wouldn’t have done that.
CAROLINE
I’m trying to look after the chapter.
SELENA
And you think sending bitch and bitchier to hang with messo depresso will be helpful?
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CAROLINE
She needs to know that we are here for her.
SELENA
Are we?
CAROLINE
What do you mean?
SELENA
This sisterhood is more than just telling girls they look cute and getting Starbucks
together. If we were really there for her, we’d be doing more to figure out who hurt her
and cut his dick off and hang it off the top of the chapter house as a warning to all the
other predators out there.
CAROLINE
Selena.
SELENA
I’m just saying. Nothing says sisterhood like a group castration.
CAROLINE
Selena, that’s enough.
SELENA
I’m just saying, we could be doing more. Better.
Selena exits. Caroline remains with her head in her
hands.

SCENE SEVEN

Avery and Viviane sit at a table drinking Starbucks. It’s a
little awkward at first.
VIVIANE
So is Genevieve coming?
AVERY
No, she has alcohol poisoning.
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VIVIANE
OMG is she okay?
AVERY
Yeah she’ll be fine. She gets it like once a month. Such a lightweight.
VIVIANE
I don’t think it’s that chill.
AVERY
Well you never come out to mug club with us anymore so how would you know?
VIVIANE
I don’t really go out anywhere anymore.
AVERY
That’s so sad. You can’t let people ruin things for you like that.
VIVIANE
Okay, thanks. I’ll take that into account.
AVERY
So, are you like doing good in school?
VIVIANE
Actually, not really. I typically have really good grades but this semester has been really
hard with everything.
AVERY
Yeah, I feel that.
An awkward pause.
AVERY
Did you hear that Sister Luiza is going to get kicked off council?
VIVIANE
No, I didn’t.
AVERY
Apparently, she spilled a bunch of classified information to her little, Sister Parker.
VIVIANE
Yeah she always seemed like the chatty type.
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AVERY
And Sister Parker is so much worse.
VIVIANE
She couldn’t keep her mouth shut to save her life.
AVERY
Much less her GPA.
VIVIANE
Damn.
It’s not awkward anymore.
AVERY
Do you think Sister Harmony will try to run for president?
VIVIANE
Maybe. She’s pretty ambitious.
AVERY
Vicious really.
VIVIANE
What makes you say that?
AVERY
She tried to steal my boyfriend one time.
VIVIANE
Really?
AVERY
Oh yeah. She totally tired to get with him one night while I was sobering but he told me
that he wouldn’t let her get to him. She tried to tell me one time that it wasn’t like that but
I bet it totally was.
VIVIANE
That’s super weird. I didn’t know she was like that.
AVERY
Me either but like who am I supposed to trust right?
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VIVIANE
I guess so.
AVERY
I so love James. We’ve been dating for like almost three years now and I’m totally gonna
get that rock, ya know what I mean?
VIVIANE
Where did you meet him?
AVERY
We met at the Theta and Zeta paintball social freshman year, right after I pledged. He
was a sophomore, the social chair at the time. He kept hitting me with paintballs and I
was like the only one he went after. He wouldn’t let me get away. He teased me about
how I couldn’t catch up to him. I couldn’t stay away from that crooked smirk and shaggy
boy band hair cut. The rest is history.
VIVIANE
He’s a theta?
AVERY
Yeah. He and his brothers are super close. They get tacos here all the time. It’s like their
hobby. Actually what time is it?
Avery looks at her phone then around the room. She
lands on them. Viviane is shaken by this new information.
AVERY
Oh! There they are. Getting lunch or whatever.
Viviane is disturbed by what she sees.
VIVIANE
Which one is he?
Avery points her boyfriend out. Viviane sees her rapist.
AVERY
Red baseball cap.
VIVIANE
Red baseball cap.
She goes silent and rigid.
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AVERY
What’s wrong Viviane?
Viviane is stunned. She can’t do much else other than
walk away.
AVERY
Viviane?

SCENE EIGHT
Caroline is in the living room. Viviane enters, hysterical.
CAROLINE
Viviane? What is going on? Are you okay?
VIVIANE
It’s her..
CAROLINE
Spit it out Viv.
VIVIANE
Her boyfriend.
CAROLINE
Whose boyfriend?
VIVIANE
We saw them, today. Today. At coffee... I couldn’t... so I just..
CAROLINE
Whose boyfriend?
VIVIANE
Avery.
CAROLINE
And what is bad about Avery’s boyfriend?
Viviane breaks down further. A long moment of
hyperventilating. Caroline holds her.
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VIVIANE
He’s the one that...
Caroline breathes out a heavy sign.
VIVIANE
I don’t know what to do.
CAROLINE
Me either. I’m so sorry Viviane.
A long moment.
VIVIANE
I’m gonna report.
Caroline is silent.
VIVIANE
You think that I shouldn’t?
CAROLINE
If you want to report then you should and I support your choice.
VIVIANE
Really?
CAROLINE
Yes, I’m just thinking about the chapter.
VIVIANE
The chapter? Right now, you’re thinking about the chapter?
CAROLINE
Yes. No. I’m just...I’m trying to process how this will affect the chapter. How to stop
rumors before they start, cut down the drama.
VIVIANE
You don’t think the chapter would support me? You think this is about drama?
CAROLINE
I think that several people would support you and this would be shocking to others..
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VIVIANE
Like Avery and her friends.
CAROLINE
I’m not sure how Avery in particular would take the news, but I would hope that every
sister would be faithful to another in a time like this.
VIVIANE
If she’s not then she’s no sister of mine.
CAROLINE
Don’t be like that Viviane.
VIVIANE
You have no right to tell me how to behave or how to feel Caroline. Absolutely no right.
CAROLINE
I’m not trying to I’m just saying we don’t know yet what will happen.
VIVIANE
You seem pretty convinced already.
CAROLINE
I don’t mean...
VIVIANE
Yes you do. You mean it. You mean to say that you value the chapter’s opinion more
than my justice.
CAROLINE
Viviane, I don’t..
VIVIANE
You are a terrible Alpha and a fucking awful sister.
Caroline looks like she’s been kicked in the stomach.
VIVIANE
I don’t know who I’m more ashamed of, you or him.
Viviane storms off. Caroline is greatly affected by what
was just said. Caroline is alone again. In her solitude,
she breaks.
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SCENE NINE
Avery’s room. Avery is followed by Genevieve.
GENEVIEVE
Avery, try not to make this a bigger deal than it is/
AVERY
What a little hoe.
GENEVIEVE
I don’t think that she was trying to be a hoe.
AVERY
Of course she was. James told me she threw herself onto him.
GENEVIEVE
And you believe him?
AVERY
I’ve been with him for like three years.
GENEVIEVE
Wow.
AVERY
I trust him. You can’t be in a relationship that long if you don’t trust someone.
GENEVIEVE
I see where you’re coming from... but
AVERY
He’s a good guy. I know he is.
GENEVIEVE
I mean, yeah, he’s nice to us, but like, what if, he’s not to other people.
AVERY
I wouldn’t be dating an asshole on purpose Genny. I’m not an idiot.
GENEVIEVE
I didn’t say that you were.
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AVERY
Here are the facts. I was at Theta that night before we all went to the bar, that time Evie
was drunk as hell. I saw Viv there. She had a drink. She was talking with all the guys.
Maybe she just doesn’t remember correctly?
GENEVIEVE
Are you trying to say that she is lying?
AVERY
She must be. James said she threw herself onto him, but that nothing happen. She kissed
him, that little slut, and probably slept with someone else but doesn’t remember because
she was drunk. Remember how she made out with Sister Anna-Maria’s date on accident
at fall sponto freshman year because that guy looked a lot like her date?
GENEVIEVE
She was pretty wasted then.
AVERY
Yeah. Maybe the same kind of thing is happening here but worse.
GENEVIEVE
I don’t know Av. Rape and drunken make-out are two different things.
AVERY
Do you not understand what she’s doing? She’s accusing my boyfriend of like three years
of not only cheating on me for the first time but also that he is a rapist. How would you
feel if she said that stuff about Thomas?
GENEVIEVE
I mean, yeah, I’d be a little confused and upset by the situation.
AVERY
Oh, I’m not confused. James is a stand up guy. He’s never cheated or lied.
GENEVIEVE
To our knowledge, no he has not.
AVERY
So then why is she going to ruin his life when this whole thing is a big mistake?
GENEVIEVE
The way she remembers it, she was raped. Wouldn’t you want justice if you were raped?
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AVERY
Yeah, and I want justice for everyone who has been raped. But James Michael Thornton
the third is not a rapist. I know he’s not. I love him so much and he can’t be... he can’t..
Avery breaks down. Genevieve goes to comfort her.
GENEVIEVE
Hey, hey. It’s all going to be okay.
AVERY
I just can’t believe this is happening.
GENEVIEVE
Same.
AVERY
And you know it makes me look terrible. Everyone thinks I’m the girlfriend of a rapist.
They walk down the street and turn and stare at me. They whisper behind their
Frappachinos. They’ve been subtweeting about me. The audacity.
She breaks.
AVERY
I love him. I always have and I always will. I just don’t know what to do.
GENEVIEVE
So you’re not going to break up with him?
AVERY
No, never.
GENEVIEVE
So what, you’re just going to go on as if everything is normal? Cause that’s not a choice
Av. There’s gonna be interviews, investigations, hearings, a trial, the whole deal.
AVERY
I gotta help him. He’s the love of my life. I’m going to prove that he’s innocent.
GENEVIEVE
I don’t think that there’s anyway you could actually do.
AVERY
I have to try.
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GENEVIEVE
Well if you need anything, I’m here for you.
AVERY
Thanks Genny.
Genevieve starts to walk away.
GENEVIEVE
See you later.
AVERY
Wait.
GENEVIEVE
What?
Beat.
AVERY
Testify with me.
Beat.
AVERY
Testify with me. Help me tell the truth about how nice he is to us. He wouldn’t hurt us or
any of our sisters and we know that!
GENEVIEVE
I don’t know about that.
AVERY
Genny you’re my best friend. You know James. You know he’s a good guy. You know
that.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, but Viv.
AVERY
What about Viv.
GENEVIEVE
She’s our sister.
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AVERY
She won’t be much longer.
GENEVIEVE
What do you mean?
AVERY
She broke the honor code.
GENEVIEVE
Hold on. She didn’t ask to get raped. No one does.
AVERY
Okay, she didn’t ask to get raped, if that even happened at all. Her lies about James will
get her thrown out.
GENEVIEVE
What the hell are you talking about?
AVERY
She made up lies about my boyfriend of three years and threw herself at him. That’s
unsisterly behavior towards me. That’s against the honor code. She’s causing me and
James to be humiliated. This might even ruin our lives.
GENEVIEVE
Av. I think you need to take a nap or a Xany and just chill out.
AVERY
You’re supposed to be my bestie for the restie Genny.
GENEVIEVE
I am.
AVERY
Then testify with me. Please!
GENEVIEVE
You don’t know what you’re asking.
AVERY
I’m asking you to be a good friend. Why can’t you see what I see?
GENEVIEVE
You’re asking me to publicly ruin a sister.
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AVERY
She’s not a sister! The honor code clearly states that if you choose to act unsisterly
towards another sister that you yourself reject the sacred circle, removing you from the
privileges and benefits of the sisterhood.
GENEVIEVE
And you really think she’s lying?
AVERY
I think that she’s confused as to what happened and that these claims she’s pieced
together about James are fabricated to try to understand what happened to her.
GENEVIEVE
And if it’s not fake.
AVERY
I’ll kill myself.
Beat.
GENEVIEVE
Don’t be like this.
AVERY
I can’t go on like this.
GENEVIEVE
You’re upset.
AVERY
Are you in or out?
GENEVIEVE
Jesus Christ.
AVERY
You said you’d do anything for me.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, I would. You’re my best friend and my sister.
AVERY
Then do this for me.
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GENEVIEVE
And if we’re wrong?
AVERY
We aren’t.
Beat.
GENEVIEVE
God help me.
AVERY
I knew you’d believe me.
GENEVIEVE
We can’t tell a soul about this.
AVERY
Never.
GENEVIEVE
Never, ever, ever, ever.
AVERY
I swear on the shield.
GENEVIEVE
On the shield.
Beat.
AVERY
C’mon, let’s get Starbies!
GENEVIEVE
You’re a psycho.
AVERY
But you love me anyway!
Avery exits. Genevieve follows.
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NEW SCENE TEN * TENTATIVE
Selena sits in the living room reading a book. Evangeline
enters.
EVANGELINE
Hi Selena!
SELENA
Hey.
EVANGELINE
What’s up?
SELENA
Homework.
Beat.
SELENA
What’s up with you?
EVANGELINE
Um, well recently, I’ve been having an issue with like how to approach, um, what’s
going on right now...
SELENA
I think Caroline’s in the office right now if you need to talk through how the chapter’s
going to operate now that/
EVANGELINE
Actually, I was looking for you.
SELENA
Oh.
Beat.
SELENA
You know I’m not in charge anymore. I can’t actually do anything to change/
EVANGELINE
I just don’t know how to be a good friend anymore.
SELENA
Well, I’m sure that Caroline could/
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EVANGELINE
I don’t want to talk to Caroline about it.
SELENA
Oh.
Beat.
EVANGELINE
Vivy won’t talk to me. She’s never in our room anymore. She’s so quiet all the time. I
just don’t know what to do and I don’t know who to turn to. I know that you don’t want
to... you need to... but I just didn’t know who to talk to.
SELENA
It’s okay Evangeline. I didn’t ever face anything like this when I was President, but... I’m
sorry that this is hurting you too.
EVANGELINE
It sounds stupid and selfish, but it hurt Vivy so much and I love her so much and it just
feels like it happened to me too.
SELENA
That makes sense. You two are close, right?
EVANGELINE
She’s my best friend in the whole world.
SELENA
It’s hard to watch someone you love go through something that you can’t understand and
can’t help them through.
EVANGELINE
Then what do I do?
SELENA
Give her the time she needs to try to do whatever she needs to do to move on. Give her
room to be the person she is now. Let her pick up the pieces and put them back together
however she wants to.
EVANGELINE
And what if our friendship doesn’t get put back together?
SELENA
Let her know that you’re here for her, no matter what. That’s what friendship is.
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EVANGELINE
That’s.. what sisterhood is.
SELENA
Exactly.
EVANGELINE
And it doesn’t help that these bitches. Excuse me. I’m sorry. Wait, no I’m not. These
bitches are making Vivy’s life so hard.
SELENA
Bite back!
EVANGELINE
What would I even say?
SELENA
Second thought, leave that to me. I’ll keep an eye out. You make sure Viv has the support
that she needs.
EVANGELINE
How? I don’t want to make it worse.
SELENA
Maybe back off a bit, but let her know you’re not going anywhere.
Evangeline nods.
EVANGELINE
And if she doesn’t want me there?
SELENA
She’ll come back around, I promise.
EVANGELINE
Really?
SELENA
It will all be okay. I know it will.
EVANGELINE
Thanks Selena.
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SELENA
Anytime. That’s what sisters are for.
EVANGELINE
You’re the best... and I want you to know that you were a great President.
SELENA
Oh. Thank you.
EVANGELINE
I know that it hurt you, but I want you to know that the chapter understands and we love
you, no matter what.
SELENA
No one’s ever been that kind about it.
EVANGELINE
I promise, we don’t always say what we should, when we should. But I thought you
should know; you’re a great sister. Even if we weren’t great to you.
SELENA
Thank you.
EVANGELINE
That’s what sisters are for.
Maybe they hug. Maybe not.
EVANGELINE
I’m gonna go see if Vivy’s in our room.
SELENA
Yeah, let me know how that goes.
EVANGELINE
I will. Thank you.
SELENA
Always.
Evangeline exits. Selena wipes her eyes. She goes back to
her book. That doesn’t last very long. Selena gets up,
walks to the shield and stares at it for a long time.
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SCENE ELEVEN
Caroline sits at the desk in the chapter room. Avery
enters in a mood.
AVERY
You asked to see me.
CAROLINE
Glad you got the message.
AVERY
Why am I here, Caroline?
CAROLINE
You know exactly why.
AVERY
I haven’t done anything wrong.
CAROLINE
Of course you’d think that.
AVERY
Excuse me.
CAROLINE
You know exactly what you’ve done to get a summons from me.
AVERY
I haven’t done anything. It’s her that should be...
CAROLINE
What the fuck, Avery.
AVERY
She’s the one who was unsisterly. She tried to sleep with my boyfriend and is spreading
all kinds of rumors about him. She’s falsely accusing him of rape, which is illegal and
super rude.
CAROLINE
You are so twisted.
AVERY
How do you know she’s telling the truth?
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CAROLINE
Because she’s distraught over this.
AVERY
She’s a great little actress. I even believed it for a little while. She even tried to be my
friend out of guilt.
Avery mimics Caroline silently.
CAROLINE
We are sisters. We took an eternal vow to defend and protect one another at all costs,
above all else.
AVERY
But the ritual says that if you choose to be unsisterly and break the bonds of the circle
then you don’t deserve to be a sister or treated as such, correct?
CAROLINE
Don’t twist this Avery.
AVERY
You are just biased and blind to the truth.
CAROLINE
I am the Alpha of this chapter. I am the voice of us all. I am the beginning and the end of
our circle. How dare you question my authority and my ability to serve our chapter. How
fucking dare you.
AVERY
If you really are the almighty, impartial Alpha, then you’ll do nothing.
CAROLINE
What are you on?
AVERY
You can’t prove that she’s telling the truth. You can’t prove that I’m not lying. Until you
have solid evidence for either, you have to remain completely impartial.
CAROLINE
Go to hell Avery!
AVERY
Face it Caroline. You’re weak and powerless. You’re unfit to be Alpha. You don’t
deserve it.
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CAROLINE
Get the fuck out!
AVERY
Oh and by the way, Genny agrees with me.
CAROLINE
OUT!

SCENE TWELVE
Genevieve enters Carline’s office. Caroline is standing
there, waiting for her.
GENEVIEVE
Hey Biggie, what’s with the rage fest?
CAROLINE
Sit down.
GENEVIEVE
Oh shit, what’s up?
CAROLINE
What were you thinking?
GENEVIEVE
I don’t know what’s going on..
CAROLINE
How dare you....
Caroline can’t put the words in her mouth.
GENEVIEVE
Caroline, it’s not what you think.
CAROLINE
Save it! You have no right, absolutely no right to meddle in an issue that doesn’t concern
you.
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GENEVIEVE
Avery needed some support and she sorta makes sense.
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CAROLINE
Avery is off her shit.
GENEVIEVE
Avery is my best friend.
CAROLINE
Then you have horrible taste in friends.
GENEVIEVE
You’re one to talk.
CAROLINE
What’s that supposed to mean?
GENEVIEVE
You’re my big and you’ve blown me off every week since you became the Alpha.
CAROLINE
You knew what this would mean for me, to be the leader of this chapter. You knew what
this would do to me, and you still have the nerve to cause problems in my fucking
chapter.
GENEVIEVE
Your chapter? That’s fucking rich Care.
CAROLINE
I’m the Alpha.
GENEVIEVE
And I’m the one that helped you do your homework while you put in your application.
I’m the one that dried your tears and held your hair and calmed you down during your
panic attacks.
CAROLINE
Don’t. Don’t use my, my.. my anxious tendency..
GENEVIEVE
Stop it! Stop making excuses. You have a problem. I told you! I told you this was a bad
idea. I told you this would make it worse/
CAROLINE
That’s not fair Gen. Who else was going to do this, for the chapter? Huh? Who else could
do what I do for everyone else?!
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GENEVIEVE
Not fair? This isn’t fair! You’re my big. You’re supposed to support me! You’re
supposed to be there for me! ME! Yeah you’re everyone’s Alpha, but I’m your little!
Your one and only little!
CAROLINE
You don’t understand what it’s like to not be yourself anymore. To walk into a room full
of people who are supposed to love you, but everyone turns away from you. They don’t
say hi to me anymore. Smile at me anymore. Invite me to parties anymore. You don’t
know what it’s like to love people that hate you.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, I do.
CAROLINE
No you don’t. You have no fucking clue what it’s like to have to hold the world with
everyone and everything on you.
GENEVIEVE
Then do something to fix it. Do something to reach out, be less mean/
CAROLINE
I don’t know how to fix this Gen! I promised to defend our Sisterhood and you’re fucking
attacking it! Why would you do this to me?! Why, when you know I can’t choose.
GENEVIEVE
Can’t or won’t Care.
CAROLINE
I can’t! I can’t break the rules, not even for you.
GENEVIEVE
Then you’re not my big anymore!
Beat.
CAROLINE
If that’s how it’s going to be, you can just go.
Genevieve turns to leave.
CAROLINE
Don’t let me catch you doing stupid shit. I’ve covered for you long enough.
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Genevieve exits. Whimpers echo down the halls of the
chapter house. Caroline broods, breaks after a long
moment.
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SCENE THIRTEEN
Viviane sits alone, reading a book. Evangeline enters,
approaching Viviane. At some point before the
monologue, Selena enters, unnoticed by Evangeline and
Viviane.
EVANGELINE
Hey Viv. Where’ve you been?
Viviane startles.
VIVIANE
God, you scared the shit out of me.
EVANGELINE
Are you alright?
VIVIANE
I don’t think I’ll ever be alright again.
EVANGELINE
What can I do to help you?
VIVIANE
I don’t think there’s anything.
EVANGELINE
Do you wanna talk? We could take a walk down the block or go to your favorite ice
cream place.
VIVIANE
Absolutely not.
EVANGELINE
Oh. Okay.
VIVIANE
What?
EVANGELINE
Nothing.
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VIVIANE
Don’t give me that shit.
EVANGELINE
It’s just that you tell me everything Viv. We’re best friends. Sisters. You should be able
to come to me with anything. I know you’ve been through a lot but freezing me out and
being mean isn’t gonna help anything. You’re like family and I just wanna be there for
you.
VIVIANE
I know that.
EVANGELINE
So I’m just a little hurt that you didn’t, I don’t know, call me.
VIVIANE
I was a little preoccupied with trying to understand what had fucking happened to me.
EVANGELINE
I’m not trying to push you or blame you. I just want to be there for you.
VIVIANE
Then just be there.
EVANGELINE
How will I know if you need me unless you talk to me.
VIVIANE
Just be there. I don’t need to talk. You don’t need to talk.
EVANGELINE
I don’t even know what happened. I wasn’t there.
VIVIANE
That’s right! I was raped. You weren’t there. No one was. That’s how it happens. It just
happens. And that’s fucking sick if you think about it. You just try to live your life. You
know it could happen. Hell, you know people that it’s happened to. Friends. Sisters. But
you never ever think it would be you. And are you supposed to? Supposed to live your
life running, hiding, keys in between your fingers, crossing the street before you pass a
man, any man. Can’t go anywhere alone. You just live in this state of fear since your
mother told you when you were seven never to go anywhere with your male teachers and
you had the nerve to ask why. You wake up to a world full of pain and torture and what
ifs. You get used to it. And the second that someone gets the best of you, hurts you, tricks
you, steals you, your mother has the audacity to ask you why your guard was down. Your
father asks if you’d had too much to drink. Your friends ask who was with you.
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Your fucking boyfriend asks if you were cheating. And there aren’t enough words in the
fucking pantheon to describe how this isn’t my fault. In no moment, did I or any other
woman, ask for this. It’s not my fault.
EVANGELINE
I’m sorry/
VIVIANE
It’s not your fault. But how it happened doesn’t fucking matter. It doesn’t even matter
how I got there. What matters is how in hell did he decide that I owed him something.
That he deserved more of me than I did.
(She breaks.)
So, now I’m here. There’s nothing that can make it okay or make me okay. All we can do
is wait. Wait for what comes next.
EVANGELINE
I’m so sorry. I should have been there. I should have been there sooner. Maybe if I had..
VIVIANE
Don’t blame yourself.
EVANGELINE
It kills me. If I had been there, this wouldn’t have happened. I’m so sorry. I failed you.
VIVIANE
No matter how much of a living hell this is, I refuse to let him bring me or anyone else
any more pain. I won’t give him that power. You shouldn’t either.
EVANGELINE
I’ll be right here, for all of it. I’m not going anywhere.
VIVIANE
Thanks.
EVANGELINE
Always.
Beat.
VIVIANE
I need a drink after that.
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EVANGELINE
You, uh, wanna go get a milkshake or something? I think a bunch of people are trying not
to stare.
VIVIANE
Let ‘em. If I’m gonna be made to feel like a freak show, they might as well get one.
EVANGELINE
Viv.
VIVIANE
C’mon let’s go.
SELENA
Hey Sisters.
EVANGELINE
Hey Selena...
VIVIANE
How long have you been there?
SELENA
A while.
VIVIANE
You heard?
SELENA
Yeah, yeah I did.
VIVIANE
I’m sorry, I just can’t, I...
SELENA
I think you’re strong as hell and pretty damn brave for doing what you’re doing.
VIVIANE
Thanks.
SELENA
And I want you to know I support you. I hope you get the justice that you deserve.
VIVIANE
Thanks.
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EVANGELINE
Hey, we were about to go grab some shakes if you want to come?
SELENA
Thanks, but I have an office hour in like 45 so I’m just gonna chill here.
EVANGELINE
Gotcha. Have a good one Sis.
SELENA
Thanks, you too.
VIVIANE
Good to see you Selena.
SELENA
Later.
Evangeline and Viviane exit. Selena sits. A long few
moments pass before Avery and Genevieve enter, talking.
They don’t notice Selena.
AVERY
God, that was awful.
GENEVIEVE
I know right.
AVERY
Like they really need better chairs. My butt is so sore.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, the chairs were what was hard about that.
AVERY
But at least it’s over and done. Case closed.
GENEVIEVE
I don’t think that’s how it works.
AVERY
Whatever, one step closer to getting our lives back on track and proving James is
innocent.
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GENEVIEVE
Do you really think we should be talking about this? There are people around.
They both stop to listen for a few moments. Nothing
unusual. They do not see Selena.
AVERY
It’s whatever.
GENEVIEVE
Yeah, I guess. I don’t know. I just don’t want to talk about this... here.
AVERY
Then c’mon negative Nancy, let’s get Starbies.
GENEVIEVE
I feel more like tequila.
AVERY
Big mood. Let’s hit mug club.
Avery and Genevieve exit.
SELENA
Fucking hell.
Selena prepares for a fight. She exits after them.
SELENA
Hey! Get back here you nasty bitches! Yeah, you two, oh fuck no, don’t you dare walk
away from you little fucking cunts.

SCENE FOURTEEN
Caroline sits at a table, writing notes on her laptop. After
a few moments, Selena enters.
CAROLINE
Selena.
SELENA
Caroline.
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CAROLINE
How’s it going?
SELENA
Cut the crap.
CAROLINE
Don’t make this worse than it already is.
SELENA
Why in the world am I here?
CAROLINE
You really don’t know?
SELENA
Refresh my memory.
CAROLINE
You called a sister a “fucking cunt” in the middle of Greek Row.
SELENA
The honor code says we are obligated to be truthful.
CAROLINE
The honor code also says that we are to be gracious to our sisters and that we are not to
use inappropriate language unbecoming of a lady.
SELENA
She deserved it.
CAROLINE
Excuse me?
SELENA
She behaved unsisterly. She deserved it.
CAROLINE
So in your opinion, it was okay to lash out at her because you have beef with her.
SELENA
I let the world know the truth because all she does is spread her pack of lies around.
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CAROLINE
What are you talking about?
SELENA
I heard her and Genevieve talking about how they were testifying against our sister in her
rape case. How fucking sick is that.
CAROLINE
Shit.
SELENA
Yeah, so I’m a little confused as to why I’m here and you’re not out there busting their
asses.
CAROLINE
I can’t.
SELENA
What do you mean you can’t? You’re the fucking Alpha.
CAROLINE
I have no way to know who’s right and who’s wrong. I have no evidence. I have no
witness. It’s just sister against sister. How am I supposed to pass judgement?
SELENA
You have got to be joking.
CAROLINE
I’m not.
SELENA
You don’t actually believe that Viv would lie about being raped do you?
CAROLINE
No, of course I don’t think she’s lying.
SELENA
Then why aren’t you bringing bitch and bitchier to their knees.
CAROLINE
Because when I speak, I speak for the chapter. You said it. I am the Alpha. I’m not just
Caroline anymore. I’m the Alpha. My personal opinions don’t count. I have to speak on
behalf of the chapter. I can’t take a side. I can’t punish them for having opinions. I can’t
support one and not the other.
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SELENA
That’s some bullshit. It’s different and you know it.
CAROLINE
They are both sisters and chapter members. They took the same vows. They pay the same
dues. They attend the same meetings. I am not the one to judge who deserves forgiveness
or punishment or grace or pity or hate. I have to be fair.
SELENA
Fair? Is what’s happening to Viv fair? What’s happened to her? The hurt that she’s been
through, never mind Avery’s two cents.
CAROLINE
There’s nothing I can do. My hands are tied Lena.
SELENA
You are weak. You know you are. You choose to do nothing. You always have a choice.
Sometimes you’re right, sometimes you’re wrong. But if you do nothing then you’re just
a fucking waste of oxygen. Do you really want to go down as the Prez who was too
goddamn weak to do anything? You’re making this chapter unsafe for our sisters. You’re
creating distrust not only in yourself and the leadership, but also in each and every one of
us. You’re so damn scared of making a choice that you’ll let this sisterhood fall through
the cracks. You’ll single handedly wreck the entire legacy of this chapter. You really
want to be responsible for that?
CAROLINE
How can I claim to be Alpha if I can’t speak for every sister? How am I supposed to lead
this chapter if I’m not impartial, unbiased?
SELENA
Don’t give me that crap. You are biased and you know it.
CAROLINE
Don’t.
SELENA
You’re just staying out of it because you want to protect your little.
CAROLINE
Don’t go there.
SELENA
You just can’t deal with the fact that Genevieve broke the honor code and that you’ll
have to punish her if you choose to acknowledge it.
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CAROLINE
If you think it’s such an easy choice, to do nothing, then why don’t you sit in my chair for
just a minute and see. The sword and shield is a heavy burden to bear. I shoulder it alone.
My little was my heart and soul and you know that. And I lost her. She’s the last one that
really cared about me, and I left her out in the cold, alone.
SELENA
Ouch.
CAROLINE
Don’t be like that.
SELENA
We pledged together. Four years since we were pinned together.
CAROLINE
But it’s not like we’re friends.
SELENA
Wow Caroline, you want to be like that?
CAROLINE
Where were you when my father died sophomore year? Where were you when my
anxiety got out of control and I couldn’t get out of bed for a month? Where were you
when I got fired from Subway and couldn’t pay my dues? Where were you when I
rehearsed my President’s speech for hours? Genny was there. You weren’t. Sisterhood is
about being there for people who you love and care about. Always, not just when it’s
easy or necessary.
SELENA
You didn’t tell me.
CAROLINE
I shouldn’t have to. A sister should just be there.
SELENA
And what have you done for me?
CAROLINE
I took on this living nightmare for you!
Beat.
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SELENA
You’d have to kick her out and you know it.
CAROLINE
You don’t know that.
SELENA
Yeah, I do. I was Alpha once too. You haven’t forgotten your predecessor, have you?
CAROLINE
You lost the right! You lost the title. I took over when you quit trying. You’re the weak
one here, not me.
SELENA
Don’t you dare talk about me that way. I went through more than you ever will in the
damn position. You’re not strong enough to ask for help so you just hide in the shadows
and hope no one will notice. I knew I couldn’t keep on alone so I did what I thought was
best, abdicated and hope to God they find someone better than me for the job. Now I see
that I was mistaken. I should never have left the chapter to you.
CAROLINE
Get out!
SELENA
You can’t run from this Caroline.
CAROLINE
Out!
SELENA
I know what it’s like to be everything for a chapter when you can’t even be enough for
yourself. It’s hard. It’s so damn hard. But you have to fight. You have to push back. You
can’t run from it. Or it will be your legacy.
CAROLINE
Please, just go away.
SELENA
Make a choice Caroline. We’re all counting on you.
Selena exits.
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SCENE FIFTEEN
Before a chapter meeting. Genevieve and Evangeline
arrive at the same time.
GENEVIEVE
Hi Evie.
EVANGELINE
Hi.
GENEVIEVE
How’s it going?
EVANGELINE
I don’t see why you care.
GENEVIEVE
I thought we were..
EVANGELINE
Were what? Friends? Sisters? Yeah, not anymore.
GENEVIEVE
C’mon not you too. We were always chill.
EVANGELINE
Before you went and tore Vivy apart.
GENEVIEVE
Well maybe if you’d..
EVANGELINE
If I’d what? What Genny? Been a part of the baddies group? Slept around with the frat
guys? Partied all the time? Been a mean girl? That we wouldn’t be having this
conversation right now? That I’d be on your side? That I would stand blindly aside while
you destroyed the happiness of another one of us? You’re right. What a waste I could
have been. Go fuck yourself. Look at who you’ve become Gen. Just look at yourself.
Beat.
GENEVIEVE
I’m sorry.
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EVANGELINE
I’m not the one you owe an apology to.
GENEVIEVE
I wouldn’t forgive me either. It just, It all seemed like...
EVANGELINE
I’m gonna stop you right there. You have no excuses or number of apologies to ever
explain why you did what you did.
GENEVIEVE
I didn’t...
EVANGELINE
You denied a sister peace and justice for a crime that was committed against her at her
most vulnerable. A crime that happened when you were supposed to be safe guarding her.
GENEVIEVE
But I/
EVANGELINE
This is as much your fault as it is his. No man ever had the right to touch her but you
failed us all when you left her behind. I will carry that guilt with me until I die and I hope
you will feel it for eternity.
GENEVIEVE
What would you have done? If your best friend in the whole world asked for you to
support her? What would you do?
EVANGELINE
I would never cost another woman her peace and her justice, no matter what. No one of
us is more worthy of happiness than another. It’s not our place to tear each other down.
Especially not for men who ain’t shit! I would never break that promise we made to each
other because I believe that we deserve the world. And the fact that you threw that away
out of fear is disgusting. I am ashamed to have to call you sister. You don’t deserve the
title.
Selena, Caroline, and Avery enter. They all take their
places.
CAROLINE
(banging the gavel)
Zeta Pi Alpha, come to order.
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CHAPTER
Under the order of the shield, we are gathered. Under the commandments of the Lord, we
are met. Under the call of our hearts, we are bound.
CAROLINE
The formal chapter meeting of Sunday, December 2nd, in the Lord’s year of 2018, is now
in session.
Viviane enters, slowly making her way to her seat.
AVERY
Look who it is, the chapter whore.
SELENA
Shut the fuck up you stupid cunt.
AVERY
Esteemed Alpha, the honor code!
CAROLINE
Silence!
Beat.
The whole room is silent.
CAROLINE
Why are you here? Why are any of you here? If we are a sisterhood that belittles and
distrusts one another, I don’t want to be in that sisterhood. Why don’t we believe in each
other anymore? Did we ever?
VIVIANE
I don’t want to be a part of a sisterhood that won’t stand up for me, believe me. I was
raped. I got drunk; I blacked out. I was left at the bar. Someone took me home who
shouldn’t have. He raped me when I couldn’t even speak. I screamed so loud in my head
and I don’t think I’ll ever stop. And you have the nerve, you sick bitches, to call me liar. I
trusted you and you let me down.
AVERY
You’re a slut! I trusted you! I trusted that you’d know better. You knew that was my
boyfriend. You fucking knew it!
VIVIANE
I thought I was safe.
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GENEVIEVE
Avery, stop it!
AVERY
Don’t tell me what to do bitch!
EVANGELINE
Avery, you’re out of control.
AVERY
You’re all a bunch of fuckin’ pathetic losers if you think that she’s telling the truth. How
could you betray me like that.
VIVIANE
How could you do that to me?!
SELENA
(growls)
Shut. Up.
The chapter goes silent.
SELENA
Esteemed Alpha, I have new business with the chapter.
CAROLINE
Proceed.
SELENA
I motion to remove Avery from the ranks of sisterhood on the grounds of unsisterly
conduct.
AVERY
There’s no way.
CAROLINE
Proceed.
AVERY
You can’t be serious.
SELENA
I move to dismiss her based on her unsisterly words just used that the entire chapter bares
witness to.
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CAROLINE
May I have a second?
EVANGELINE
Second!
AVERY
Objection!
CAROLINE
All in favor?
SELENA
I.
EVANGELINE
I.
VIVIANE
I.
AVERY
You wouldn’t.
Beat.
GENEVIEVE
I.
CAROLINE
By the power vested in me as the Alpha, the beginning and the end, of the eternal circle, I
here by remove Avery Langston from the ranks of this sacred sisterhood. Return your
pin.
AVERY
I cannot believe this. How can you all want to stay in a chapter that doesn’t believe in the
truth, that supports whores and weak leaders.
A long moment. Silence. Avery returns her pin and storms
out.
CAROLINE
Any person who wishes to renounce the circle and return their pin is free to leave. If you
no longer wish to be a part of our sisterhood then we no longer wish to have you. The
floor is open, proceed.
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Lights down.

ROLE CALL
An empty stage, empty chairs. Caroline enters. Gavel
bangs. Avery stands off to the side, watching what she is
no longer a part of.
CAROLINE
Sister Selena Allen.
SELENA
Today I walked across campus wearing our letters and for the first time, I wanted to tear
myself to shreds because of how much shame I felt.
CAROLINE
Sister Evangeline Montgomery.
EVANGELINE
Alone. Completely alone. That’s all we are unless we try not to be. But we have to try.
CAROLINE
Sister Genevieve Rollins.
GENEVIEVE
Who have I become? I don’t think I’d forgive me, even if I wanted to.
CAROLINE
Sister Viviane Truman.
VIVIANE
I didn’t know if I could ever trust again. But through their flaws, they stood up for me.
All the way until the end.
CAROLINE
Sister Caroline Stevens.
Caroline looks at every single person in the room.
CAROLINE
I don’t deserve to stand here before you and yet, you don’t deserve me either.
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Avery lets out a breathe. Gavel bangs.
END PLAY.
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